How to get MaRLI? Follow the instructions:

1. Go to http://library.gc.cuny.edu/ (Mina Rees Library page) - On the Quick Links (left side menu from top), click on NYPL & MaRLI

You’ll reach the GC Library page about MaRLI. If you already have a valid NYPL Library card, click on number 3. Apply for MaRLI privileges to borrow from NYU or Columbia:

And you will be directed to the NYPL MaRLI Application Form page:

Scroll down to fill out the form.
IMPORTANT:

You need a NYPL library card and number. If you do not have one, find out how to get a new one at nypl.org

Your email must be the one from @gc.cuny.edu

Home Library: Yes, select New York Public Library

Affiliation: Name of affiliated institution (if CUNY, please specify school): CUNY Graduate Center.

I have discussed... Whatever works best for you

My research needs may be met by ILL or METRO services: Yes

I have already consulted the following resources: (at least the First 2)

Describe how MaRLI privileges will support your research focus: Get to the point. Make sure that, in your explanation on resources for your research, you state the need for MaRLI and the possibility it has to give you access to loan materials from NYPL, Bobst, and Butler).

Good luck. ¡Buena suerte!